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In recent years the future of foreign policy in the post-Cold War era has been widely and hotly debated. The debates have included discussion of the future of the nation-state, of the appropriate principles to guide foreign policy and of the implications for international relations of the rapid expansion of international informational infrastructures. For the most part these discussions have come to focus on how to renovate the foreign policy apparatus to make it more effective in the emerging new era.
The focus derives from a defacto consensus that assumes that while there is an ongoing, gradual expansion in the responsibilities and powers of supranational institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) or the European Union (EU), and while subnational actors such as state and even municipal governments or non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are playing a larger role on the international scene, the nationstate will continue to be the primary international actor and thus in need of "foreign" policy. Given the history of modern capitalist society, such expectations seem reasonable; they may, however, be increasingly disappointed.
Ever since the rise of capitalism as a social system, the nation-state has been the primary vehicle for the imposition and maintenance of political order. Even private property and the market, generally assumed to be the key institutions of capitalism, owe their modern existence and survival to the nation-state. Human society has been organized locally through individual nation-states and globally through the collaborations and conflicts among them. The necessary corollary of this situation has 1been the omnipresence co-existence of "domestic policy" and "foreign policy". In the In recent years, however, the primacy of the nation-state has been repeatedly challenged. These challenges have come both from above and below. Above, the post World War II era saw such a rapid growth in the power and scope of supranational institutions such as multinational corporations, the United Nations and the IMF that many began to fear the usurpation of national sovereignty in both economic and political matters. 3 More recently, from below, the increasingly active role of regional and city governments in foreign trade, immigration and even political matters have challenged the Constitutional monopoly on foreign affairs of national governments. 4 In the same period, there has been a growing cross border networking of NGOs such as the hundreds which mobilized against the North American Free Trade Agreement. Such networks have not only outflanked national government policy makers but often worked directly against their policies.
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In the last few years concern with the ability of such non-governmental networks to undercut national governments and international agreements has grown. This concern has derived, in part, from the growing strength such networks have derived from the use of international computer communications. The extremely rapid spread of the computer "Net" around the world has suggested that such networks and their influence may grow apace.
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It is interesting to note that fears of the impingement of national sovereignty seem to have proliferated on the Right of the political spectrum in the North (e.g., traditional conservative fears of a One-World government or contemporary anti-immigrant racism) and on the Left in the South (e.g., antiimperialist, "national" liberation movements or more recent anti-IMF campaigns during the international debt crisis). See: Michael H. Shuman, "Dateline Mainstreet: Local Foreign Policies, " Foreign Policy, 65 (Winter 1986-87) .
Surprisingly, no catalyst of that growth has been more important than the indigenous Zapatista rebellion in the southern Mexican state of Chiapas and the widespread political mobilization to which it has contributed. The computer networks supporting the rebellion have evolved from providing vehicles for the familiar, traditional work of solidarity (e.g., material aid and the defense of human rights against the policies of the Salinas and Zedillo administrations) into a kind of electronic fabric of opposition to much wider policies. Today those networks are providing the nerve system of increasingly global challenges to the dominant economic policies of this period and in the process undermining the distinction between domestic and foreign policy and even the present constitution of the nation-state. Whereas the anti-NAFTA coalition was merely North American in scope, the influence of the pro-Zapatista mobilization has reached across at least five continents and dozens of countries generating a much, much wider activism. This activism has spread so rapidly, to such a degree and in such a way as to call for the most careful scrutiny.
At first the Zapatista uprising appeared primarily to be a challenge to domestic policies in Mexico, those having to do with land and indigenous affairs. The EZLN did point to NAFTA as sounding a "death knell" for indigenous peoples, but their main orientation was towards gaining recognition and standing within the Mexican nation.
The state's initial response sought to isolate the Zapatistas through a variety of means. Militarily it sought to crush the rebellion if possible and at least confine it to Chiapas. Ideologically, its control of the mass media in Mexico was used to limit and distort news about the uprising. In part, the government attempted to portray the Zapatista movement as a threat to the political integrity of the Mexican nation. The government's first, and quickly aborted, effort to mobilize public sentiment against the Zapatista uprising was to portray it as the result of foreign subversive manipulation of the indigenous. Once it was forced to recognize that the source of the uprising was the indigenous themselves, it shifted to an argument that played on ignorance of the specificity of Zapatista demands --an ignorance which the government did its best to maintain. The government conjured the threat of a pan-Mayan movement embracing both Southern Mexico and much of Central American. Evoking the horrors of the Balkans, the Mexican government equated indigenous autonomy with succession and the break-up of country. As the Zapatista movement succeeded in communicating to the rest of Mexico and the world that it sought indigenous autonomy within the framework of the Mexican nation, that ploy was rendered useless. Although the government stopped evoking PanMayan phantasms, it has continued to pretend that national integrity must be defended against indigenous autonomy. Such autonomy, it claims, would rupture the political, juridical and cultural cohesiveness of the Mexican nation. Given the reiterated emphasis by the Zapatistas on autonomy within, not against, Mexican society --dramatically symbolized by the flying of giant Mexican flags at virtually all Zapatista gatherings--this argument has been difficult to sustain in the current debates in Mexico.
But if changes demanded by the Zapatistas do not threaten the integrity of the Mexican nation, they certainly do threaten the integrity of the Mexican state as it is currently constituted. The basic thrust of their political demands, and one reason for their wide-spread popularity, has been for a recasting of democracy in ways which would break the power not only of the central government but of the political parties in Mexico. The demands for autonomy involve a relocation not only of authority but of resources to much more local levels. The search for wider citizen participation in public policy making involves not only more direct democracy at the local level, but a liberation of electoral politics from the grip of the parties from which all candidates must currently come. Such changes have been clearly perceived by the ruling party as a threat to its now fading hegemony but also by the oppositional parties as a threat to their recent advances in sharing power with the PRI.
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Beyond plunging the political system into crisis in Mexico, the Zapatista struggle has inspired and stimulated a wide variety of grassroots political efforts in many other countries. For reasons I spell out below, it is perhaps not exaggerated to speak of a "Zapatista Effect" reverberating through social movements around the world --homologous to, but ultimately much more threatening to the New World Order of neoliberalism than the "Tequila Effect" that rippled through emerging financial markets in the wake of the Peso Crisis of 1994. In the financial case, the danger was panic and rapid withdrawal of hot money from speculative investments that could collapse Such radical ideas coupled with other demands for reform energized by the rebellion itself have caused a profound crisis of the Mexican political system. There is a history of rejecting the subordination of indigenous struggles to political parties that long predates the Zapatista movement. See Charlene Floyd's description of the 1978 Representative Assembly of the Diocese of San Cristobal de las Casas in which offers by a political party of alliance were rejected. J. Charlene Floyd, "A Theology of Insurrection? Religion and Politics in Mexico," Journal of International Affairs, 50, no. 1 (Summer 1996,) pp. 159-160. In response to widespread rank and file enthusiasm for the Zapatista rebellion the left-of-center Partido de la Revolucion Democratica (PRD) originally sought at least informal ties with the EZLN. But when one of its leaders Cuauhtemoc Cardenas visited with EZLN representatives in Chiapas, he was lectured by the Zapatistas on the undemocratic character of the party and their lack of interest in electoral politics. Since then even greater hostility between the PRD leadership and the EZLN has followed the refusal of the latter to support the electoral candidates of the former in elections in Chiapas.
markets. In the case of social movements and the activism which is their hallmark, the danger lies in the impetus given to the active rejection of current policies, to the rethinking of the institutions and functioning of democracy and to the development of alternatives to the status quo.
While it has become commonplace to discuss social movements and their activism in terms either of NGOs or of "civil society", these two terms are highly problematic and vague. They are often used in ways which include everything from groups of villagers who have organized themselves for some local purpose through the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations to multinational corporations. The term often includes corporate-spawned entities, truly autonomous organizations and those which have become inextricably tied to the state. In this essay, therefore, I use the term "grassroots" instead. It is also vague, but by it I mean all of those member-funded efforts at self-organization which remain autonomous of either the state or corporate sectors. Such organization often includes independent NGOs but is more broadly inclusive of various informal networks of activists and community organizations. In what follows I sketch this mobilization, the role of computer communications has played in it, and then consider some possible implications for the future of the nation-state and foreign policy.
The Zapatista Rebellion
The rebellion came to the world's attention on January 1, 1994, when the units of , 1996) and Gustavo Esteva, Cronica del Fin de una Era: El Secreto del EZLN, Mexico: Editorial Posada, 1994. own lives and the opportunity for public responsibility.
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The overt military clashes of the rebellion lasted only a few days and were followed by three years of on and off political negotiations. These negotiations and the mobilization of political support in much of Mexico constituted a political victory for the Zapatistas and catalyzed a much wider assault on the ruling party's power. These opportunities in the EZLN for young peasant women were partly achieved through their own efforts. Some of this remarkable evolution can be traced in Rosa Rojas ed, Chiapas, y las Mujeres Que?, Volumes I and II, 1994 and 1995 . That the Zapatista communities became islands of relative liberation for women in the sea of Mexican machismo has been one important source of the movement's appeal among foreigners.
Massive protests in 10
The possibility of democracy without formal elections usually seems strange to those of us reared in modern Western traditions. Yet, in small communities which organize themselves collectively through endless discussion and consensus and "leaders" are those accorded responsibility informally because they have proved themselves competent through performance, decisions may be democratic in the sense that everyone has a voice and everyone's concerns are taken seriously into account.
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A report to emerging market investors by then Chase Manhattan specialist Riordan Roett calling for the Zedillo government to restore investor confidence by "eliminating the Zapatistas" was leaked to the press and subsequently widely publicized in the United States and Mexico. It not only led to protests at Chase offices from coast to coast, but convinced many to interpret the military offensive as not only a continued its search for a solution by force through a covert low-intensity war using the military, various police forces and paramilitary terrorists.
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The Role of the Internet: from the Margins to the Center
The role of the Internet in the international circulation of the indigenous rebellion in Chiapas developed quickly and has continued to evolve. Early on, the Internet provided a means for the rapid dissemination of information and organization through pre-existing circuits, such as those which had been created as part of the struggle to block NAFTA, or those concerned with Latin American or indigenous issues. These existed primarily at an international level and mostly in computer-rich North America and Western Europe. News reports on radio and television were complemented in cyberspace by first-hand reports of observers (who flooded into Chiapas in record numbers with hitherto unseen alacrity) and more analytical commentary by specialists who could voice their opinions and enter into debates more quickly and easily in cyberspace than in other media. These few circuits were rapidly complemented by the creation of new, specialized lists, conferences and web pages devoted specifically to Chiapas and what was soon being called the struggle for democracy in Mexico. The breadth of participation in these discussions and the posting of multiple sources of information has made possible a degree of verification unusual in the history of the media. Questionable information can be quickly checked and counterinformation posted with a rapidity unknown in either print or radio-television. Instead of days or weeks for objections or corrections to be registered, the norm is minutes or hours.
betrayal of the negotiations but as an offering to Wall Street to staunch the flight of hot money from the Mexican market in the wake of the Peso Crisis. The text of the report and postings on the subsequent protests and reactions is available on-line at URL: http://www.eco.utexas.edu/faculty/Cleaver/chiapas95.html 12 Although this policy of low-intensity warfare (the current euphemism for counterinsurgency) has been repeatedly denied by the Mexican government it has been repeatedly documented on the Internet in a myriad field reports from local and international observers. One result has been the repeated protests by well known international human rights NGOs, like Amnesty International, over the abuses to which Chiapanecan peasants and activists have been subjected. See the archives of the Internet lists Chiapas95 and chiapas-l which can be accessed through URL: http://www.eco.utexas.edu/faculty/Cleaver/zapsincyber.html In all of this the EZLN has played no direct role; these efforts were initiated by others to weave a network of support for the Zapatista movement. Although there is a myth that Zapatista spokesperson Subcommandante Marcos sits in the jungle uploading EZLN communiques to the world from his laptop, the reality has been that the EZLN and its communities have had a very mediated relationship to the Internet. The Zapatista communities are indigenous, poor and often cut-off from not only computer communications but from the electricity and telephone systems through which the former mostly operate. Under these conditions, EZLN materials were initially prepared as written communiques for the mass media and handed to reporters or to friends to give to reporters. Such materials then had to be typed or scanned into e-text for distribution on the Internet.
Today there are dozens of web pages with detailed information on the situation in Chiapas and Mexico more generally and several widely used news and discussion lists devoted to the daily circulation of information and its assessment. These various interventions operate from many countries in many languages. All of these efforts are the result of work by those sympathetic to the indigenous, to the Zapatistas or to the whole struggle for democracy in Mexico. Some of these efforts were launched in Mexico, e.g., the list chiapas-l is run through the UNAM computers in Mexico City and the Frente Zapatista de Liberacion Nacional (FZLN, or Zapatista National Liberation Front) operates both a list (fzln-l) and a series of voluminous multi-lingual web pages carrying news and documents generated through the negotiations in Chiapas and discussions in Mexico more widely. Many others have originated outside of Mexico, e.g., the first, unofficial EZLN web page was implemented through the Swathmore web server in Pennsylvania. Governments have the wherewithal to organize such gatherings, not poor villages of indigenous peoples. In recent years middle class activists and well funded nongovernmental organizations have organized parallel meetings to those of governments, e.g., at the 1992 environmental meetings in Rio de Janeiro or the 1995 women's meetings in Beijing, but no such global meetings had ever been organized by virtually unfunded grassroots organizations. That they were held and on a scale that far exceeded anyone's expectations took the Zapatistas by surprise and warrants close attention by anyone interested in the evolution of international politics.
Beyond Solidarity: the Interlinking of Autonomous Movements against

Neoliberalism
These manifestations of an historically new organizational capability were moments in the rapid crystallization of networks of discussion and debate that range far beyond the Zapatistas and Mexican politics. While the continental meeting of North America was organized by the Zapatistas themselves and held in Chiapanecan villages, the others were organized by a wide array of individuals and groups whose primary concerns lay not in Mexico but in local opposition to global policies. The Zapatista Call to discuss "neoliberalism" --the pro-market (a euphemism for pro-business) economic policies currently embraced by corporations, investors, governments, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank--and possible global responses evoked a resonance within hundreds of diverse grassroots groups which had previously been unable to find common points of reference or vehicles for collaboration.
Today, the global capacity for action that labor and social movements have sought for over a century is rapidly becoming a reality. In the European continental meeting in Berlin, for example, considerable effort went into discussion of whether or to what degree Latin American "Neoliberalism" finds its counterpart in not only the "Thatcherization" of the economy but also the more general move toward European Union embodied in the Maastricht Treaty, the Schengen Agreement and the plans for a common European currency. In the American continental meeting the connections, similarities and differences between Latin American austerity and structural adjustment programs and US-Canadian experiences with Reaganomic supply-side economics (the attack on the welfare state and the deregulation of business investment) and central bank tight money polices were similarly evaluated. The result of such deliberations was not only a consensus about the global character of contemporary policy, but a commitment to collective and coordinated opposition to it.
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Because of the emergence of this consensus and commitment, these meetings have turned out to be more than singular events. They can already be seen (in near-term historical hindsight) as generative moments in the coalescence of more and more tightly knit global circuits of cyberspacial communication and organization that threaten traditional top-down monopolies of such activity. Two examples, connected to the proZapatista circuits, but autonomous of them can illustrate this wider phenomenon: one at the level of nation-states, one at the level of the private sector. This consensus has had an impact on language. It is now increasingly commonplace within the grassroots networks in Europe and the United States for contemporary economic and political policies to be referred to as elements of neoliberalism --a Northern embrace of the Latin American term complete with its critical connotations.
Reports of events reached the Internet 16
The Maastricht Treaty is now available on-line at URL: http://www.altairiv.demon.co.uk/maastricht/top.html 17 The 1990 Convention to implement the Schengen Agreement, which includes a description of the planned Information System, can be found at http://www.altairiv.demon.co.uk/maastricht/schengen/index.html 18 Much of this effort can be traced in the on-line Newsletter The Other Voices published by the International Coalition for a Different Europe which can be accessed through http://www.stud.unihanover.de/archiv/euromail/maillist.html#00049 19 The Italian activists were quite explicit that their demand for free public transportation to this European event included a democratic protest of the high transportation costs to grassroots participation in Europe-wide political "discussions". The conceding of two trains by the Italian government to that demand must have immensely annoyed the governments of Switzerland, Germany and Holland which subsequently did all they could to confine and isolate the protesters during their transit to and from the event.
via real-time, minute-by-minute communications from the protesters using cellular phones within the trains. Their reports and analysis of the unfolding conflict were relayed through the Italian "free" radio stations to the European Counter Network (of computer communications) and hence to the Internet at large through many of the lists and conferences managed by those who had participated in the Zapatista encounters.
The steady flow of reports on the confrontations, arrests and police data gathering led to the immediate organization of protests (e.g., demonstrations at Embassies and Consulates) while the events were still unfolding. This capacity for complementary action at the international level undermined government efforts to isolate and repress the Italian protesters. Indeed the comprehensiveness of the reporting on Dutch police repression has led to continuing protests, from the grassroots to the parliaments of several European Community countries by activists and legislators worried that these police actions are only the opening shot in a more general effort by police to repress protest against official EU policies. 20 Second, the superiority of multinational corporate communications over those of international labor has long been recognized but is now being challenged. In the past it has been extremely difficult for workers to coordinate multinational actions against 
Beyond Solidarity: the Interlinking of Autonomous Movements for Alternatives
Just as opposition to current institutions and policies has been increasingly interconnected, so too has discussion about the development of alternative approaches to public policy and social organization. As critique (e.g., of free trade, of the marginalization of immigrants) has been followed by reconceptualizations and experimentation with alternatives (e.g., fair trade, citizen rights for immigrants) the sharing of these new experiences via the Internet has accelerated their proliferation and development. Ultimately, it is this "positive" side to contemporary attacks on dominant public policies which may be the most telling. To the degree that alternatives are put forward which are not only more attractive but have been proved workable, opposition to current policies and calls for their replacement will grow more quickly.
Indigenous Networks
The co-existence and interconnections among these two dimensions of Internet activity was obvious at the Zapatista-called meetings and continues to be discussed in cyberspace. Important in these discussions have been the experiences of indigenous peoples in seeking alternative ways to organize democratic spheres of political interaction among the diverse cultural, ethnic and linguistic communities without dissolving their differences through the formulation of universal rules codified in the kind of nation-state Constitutions common since the Enlightenment. While most of this discussion has been focused on local or national political processes, the emergence of the kinds of global networks I have been describing will necessarily lead to a similar discussion at that level. Those movements, it is well recognized, have not only protested current practices and policies concerning such things as pollution and global warming, but have generated a wide variety of alternative approaches to everything from energy generation (e.g., renewable resources) and conservation (e.g. solar architecture) to garbage and waste management (e.g., less packaging and more recycling).
Women's Networks
A third realm of international discussion that seeks the elaboration of positive alternatives to contemporary policy is that of feminism and the diverse array of women's movements. Although in the early years of the Internet concern was expressed that computers were proving to be "boy toys" and cyberspace a boy space, subsequent developments have shown that women and women's organizations have been quick to adapt the Internet as a vehicle for their self-organization and public policy interventions. As is well known by now, the "women's movement" has gone far beyond 24 There are even dedicated computer networks such as EcoNet --one part of the Association for Progressive Communications. A description and access to EcoNet can be found at URL: http://www.lcv.org/lcv94/econet_info.html The Association for Progressive Communications --a consortium of some 25 linked networks--maintains a web site at URL: http://www.apc.org/ For an analytical description see Howard Frederick, "Computer Networks and the Emergence of Global Civil Society, " in Linda M. Harasim, ed., Global Networks: Computers and International Communication, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1993) . preoccupation with what have traditionally been known as "women's issues" to take under consideration and intervene in virtually every sphere of public policy. As a result, "women's" lists, conferences and web pages take up a very substantial portion of political cyberspace and are interlinked with many other domains.
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The existence of a "Revolutionary Women's Law" in the Zapatista movement --imagined, designed and drafted by indigenous women within a highly patriarchal culture--attracted the attention of women activists from outside Chiapas and Mexico early on. As a result the women's networks of cyberspace have played an active role in circulating information about the Zapatista movement and have established connections directly with the indigenous women therein. Also as a result, such networks provide a means for the circulation of Chiapanecan women's discussions of both the revision of (patriarchal) traditions and the implications for democratic Constitutional reforms. Such revisions and reforms were written into the San Andres Accords mentioned above.
Examples of the spheres of social activism and cyberspacial activity that are involved in both autonomous contestation of public policy and are interconnected with those above could easily be multiplied. The implications are only beginning to be perceived.
An Alternative Political Fabric?
Clearly, as the story of the Zapatistas as well as the aforementioned studies suggest, the fabric of politics, of the public sphere where differences interact and negotiate, is being rewoven. That reweaving, moreover, is a contested one whose conflicts go to the heart of the existing political, social and economic order. On the bottom of the political spectrum, so to speak, at the level of the grassroots and many non-business NGOs, the Internet is being used for the reorganization of discussion, interconnections and struggles on a global level in ways that challenge and often bypass both the nation-state and its creations. On the other, high end of the spectrum, the traditional primary actors in international affairs --nation-states, supranational state institutions and multinational business corporations--are using computer communications to construct new networks of interconnectivity in and between the 25 See, for example, the directories of women's resources available through the web page for WomensNet which, like EcoNet, is a component of the Association for Progressive Communications at URL: http://www.igc.org/igc/womensnet/index.html traditional struggle between governments and business which would like to incorporate, instrumentalize or neutralize the creativity and energy of grassroots or autonomous NGO activity and the struggles of the later to retain their autonomy and create real alternatives.
What are we to make of this new phenomenon? While there is no doubt that the grassroots use of the Internet, or computer communications more generally, across borders has facilitated the imposition of real constraints on the ability of nation-states, their joint organizations and multinational corporations to pursue their own goals, just how significant are those constraints? And how much are they likely to proliferate and grow?
Within the context of the debate over the future of the nation-state and foreign policy consideration of such questions has most often appeared within the burgeoning literature on "information warfare" and sometimes are barely separated from worries over criminal, military or "terrorist" use of the Internet. In a recent article on terrorism and cyberspace by former CIA director John Deutch, for instance, the Zapatistas are viewed only as "insurgents" and "drawing the line", he says, "between terrorism and insurgency can be difficult." either by mutating its own structures or by co-opting and annexing those which challenge it.
Although she doesn't cite it, the Schengen Agreement and multinational collaboration among police agencies discussed above, also fits her model.
In Mexico this struggle is being played out primarily between the Zapatistas and their grassroots supporters on the one hand, and the political parties on the other. While the PRI dominated executive wing of the government has responded in a rigid and repressive manner, the congressional opposition and political reformers have sought to draw the Zapatistas into the system. In response to the Zapatistas' demand for the recasting of Mexican political institutions, these forces have been trying to get the Zapatistas to "enter politics" in the traditional manner: by becoming one more political party. So far, they have refused. In the September 1997 founding convention of the Zapatista "Front" for National Liberation in Mexico City, they and those supporting them reinsisted on the need for the elaboration of new forms of politics rather than adaptation to the old. The conflict continues. Jessica Mathews quotes Ibrahima Fall, the head of the U.N. Center for Human Rights: "We have less money and fewer resources than Amnesty International, and we are the arm of the U.N. for human rights. This is ridiculous." Mr. Fall is wrong, it is not ridiculous. It suggests that if grassroots groups demonstrate the capacity to research and take effective action on global problems, there is no a priori reason why they should not supplant intergovernmental organizations. Jessica T. Mathews, "Power Shift", Foreign Affairs, 76, no. 1 (January/February 1997), p. 53.
The strongest argument for the continued primary roles of the nation state and private corporations has been their ability to get things done. It seems highly likely that the amount of political will to displace them will depend on the emergence of what are viewed as practical and more attractive alternatives. So far, grassroots alternatives have demonstrated that imagination, creativity and insight can generate different approaches and new solutions to solving widespread problems. To the degree that such new solutions proliferate and are perceived as effective, the possibilities of replacing state functions with non-state collaboration will continue to expand. At the same time, because such an expansion threatens the established interests of states and those who benefit from their support, state efforts at repression or cooptation of such alternatives will continue. The degree to which the autonomy of grassroots efforts will be maintained will not be a question of imagination or organizational ability alone, but of their political power to resist such efforts and displace governmental hegemony. For this reason, the scope for the positive elaboration of grassroots initiatives at both local and global levels will depend entirely on their negative power to challenge existing policies and force concessions. In this drama we are barely into the opening act.
